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ABSTRACT 

In present days, handicrafts practice has been decreasing. Young generations are giving less importance in 

handicraft activities due to various reasons. Many people fail to see handicraft practice as an important rural 

aspect which was once a means of earning for many. In case tribal society handicrafts are specialized skills which 

are passed on from their one generation to another and these handicrafts are means of their livelihood. The study 

mainly focus on handicraft and handloom practices of Yimchunger tribe in Kuthur village of Tuensang district, 

Nagaland.  
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Introduction 

 Tribal economy is equally distinctive since it 

is closed and undifferentiated characteristics 

by adoption of primitive technology in 

economic pursuits. Indian tribes are engaged 

in various occupations such as shifting 

cultivation, settled agriculture, hunting and 

fishing of which household industry 

including handicrafts is of prime importance 

tribal have been producing various 

handicrafts both utilitarian and decorative 

over centuries. Handicraft is a skilled activity 

in which something is made in a traditional 

way with the hands rather than being 

produced by machines in a factory or an 

object made by such activity and Handlooms 

are manually operated loom or weaving 

device operated by hands.  Various 

handicrafts like handlooms, ornaments 

making, wood carving, furniture making, 

knitting, jewellery, basket making, etc. 

signifies cultural identity.  Most of the tribal 

people still use handmade tools for their  

 

kitchen and agricultural purposes.  Moreover, 

in absence of organized activity in this sector 

and the products not being satisfactorily 

remunerative. In such situation it is possible 

for artisans taking up alternate livelihood 

options. The present study mainly highlighted 

cultural and economic aspect of handicraft 

and handlooms among the Yimchunger tribe 

in Kuthur Village. 

 

The Land and the People 

Nagaland is a hilly state with diverse 

geographical characteristics and climatic 

conditions is rich in diversity of habitats of 

flora and fauna and differs from other parts 

of the country in ethnic land use system and 

socio-economic conditions. The rural people 

of Nagaland are still depending on the natural 

resources for their survival. Tuensang is one 

among the eleven district of Nagaland 

covering the area of 2,536 sq.km with 

population of 1, 96,596 and average literacy 
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of 73.08. Kuthur is one of the village of 

Yimchunger tribe under Tuensang district.  

Total population of the village is 5915 people 

with 3415 male and 2502 female. The village 

have 591 household. Majority of the 

Yimchunger tribe is still engage in 

Agriculture. The word Yimchunger means 

"the ones who have reached their place of 

choice".  Many sociologists, administrators, 

anthropologists with their studies comment 

that the Yimchunger are known by various 

names like, Yachungr, Yimsungr, Yachumi, 

Yachungre, among others. Tours conducted 

by Woodthorpe (1875, 1881), Mills (1995), 

J.H. Hutton (1929), J.P. and later by Pawsey 

and Archer and NEFA administration 

officials give fragmentary ethnographic 

descriptions of Yimchunger villages, while 

Fürer-Haimendorf caught the Yimchunger 

through his photographic lens during the 

1936 Pangsha expedition, providing us with 

the only visual records of the Yimchunger 

Nagas. In colonial records the Yimchunger 

were recorded in the few villages that 

colonial administrators could visit during 

their annual tours. At least five prominent 

villages emerge in the writings of Mills 

(1937), Hutton (1922), Furer-Haimendorf 

(1938) as Yimchunger villages.  Hutton 

identifies the original home of the 

Yimchunger tribe.  Hutton writes that, 

‘Yachungrr’ is a Sangtham name apparently 

and the Yachumi themselves call themselves 

Yimtsung, Yimtsung-Awenrr being the 

original home of the tribe (Hutton 1929: 62). 

Strong ties to cultural identity in the form of 

their love and passion for agriculture are 

reflected in the hymns and beats of songs 

devoted to the craft. The musical instruments 

of the Yimchungers include simple log 

drums, trumpets and flutes. The traditional 

dress of the tribe includes colourful cane-

made headgear decorated with hair and bird 

feathers. Metemneo and Tsungkamneo are 

two main festivals of the Yimchunger tribe. 

Yimchungers as the group that exhibited 

greatest power of resistance to the alien 

cultures that have pressed over their border. 

The Yimchungers remained isolated and 

autonomous in their territory with their own 

laws, regulations, customs and traditions till 

now.  

Tribal Handicraft 

Handicrafts are generally defined as "Items 

made by hand, often with the use of simple 

tools, and are mostly traditional in nature. 

They are also objects of utility and objects 

of decoration.” Handicrafts can be broadly 

classified in three categories. These are: 

Firstly,  Consumer goods:  Artisan prepare 

such utilitarian goods for self-consumption 

or for exchange such baskets for keeping 

domestic articles, smoking pipes, footwear, 

hunting arrows, combs, storing, wooden 

and stone plates for use ,textile items like 

shawls, coats, jackets. 

Secondly, processing industries:  Such as 

minor forest products for self-consumption 

and for exchange at weekly hatt on barter 

age system or sell them for money to 

purchase other items for self-consumption. 

Thirdly, Decorative items:  Include 

jewellery and ornaments, earrings, 

necklaces, head gears, head dresses, In 

addition other decorative items such as wall 

paintings, deities either wood or stone. 

These handicrafts for decoration are for 

self-use or sell /exchange them in the 

weekly market for money. 

Tribal have been producing different 

handicrafts both utilitarian and decorative 

over centuries. Their traditional economy 

was based on barter system. Lending, if 

any, between different members of the 

community is also governed by customs 

and interest has not been applied. Thus, 

self-sufficient economy of tribal people 

does not have substantial surpluses to 
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warrant establishment of regular markets 

nor knew their potentialities for their 

handicrafts. Gradually market economies 

began to appear around religious festivals 

and demands for new items started 

increasing. This leads to weekly markets. 

Traders or middle men came on the scene 

and gradually tribal artisans who display 

their skill, acquired through tradition, used 

to sell their products to the traders or 

middleman, unfortunately these artisans are 

being exploited and are paid paltry 

amounts. Even this system is getting eroded 

due to poor marketing facilities and is 

unable to with stand competition from 

manufacturing industries. In order to 

provide and protect the artisan’s skills 

inherited, both at the centre and states 

government have set up handicrafts 

emporium at important cities and at district 

level. These artisans are also encouraged by 

various government institutions to 

participate in national and International 

exhibition to show their skills. Though 

tribal economy is mostly depending upon 

farming, these tribals over generations 

inherited their traditional art. This art is still 

continuing despite all odds faced by these 

tribal households. Craftsmen produce a 

variety of utilitarian items using natural 

material like cane and bamboo. In Kuthur 

village of Nagaland, main handicrafts items 

are made up of bamboo as a raw material. 

Yimchunger tribe in Kuthur village use 

various traditional ‘Rungtsun’ (wrapper), 

Khim (traditional shawls)  and ornaments  

on various festivals or occasions at the 

same time ‘Hah’ and ‘Khi’  (baskets for 

carrying firewood and grain) that signifies 

their tribal identity. 

 

Methodology 

The study is descriptive in nature as such the 

methodological approach is both Qualitative 

and Quantitative. This study has used both 

primary and secondary source for data. 

Secondary data were taken from books, 

journals and internet. While primary data was 

collected by interview using Interview 

Schedule and field note. 15 household 

selected who are engaged in handicrafts. The 

whole methodology and approach was 

adopted keeping in view the tribal 

households involvement in producing tribal 

handicrafts of different varieties and are 

covered in the light of the objectives 

envisaged for the study. 

Results and Discussion 

Handicraft could be a means of income as 

well as  protecting and preserving the 

cultures , but due to the loss of importance 

that fail the rural people to notice  huge 

advantage which could be extracted from this 

profession.  

According to the above data, the export of 

Handicrafts is increasing for last few year. 

This is showing the great deal of profit in this 

sector. But on the other hand, in Kuthur 

village majority of younger generation lack 

interest to pursue handicraft as a profession. 

Most of the people of study area view that 

handicraft as a non-profitable profession and 

the income from this profession is too low 

which does not meet their daily expenses.  

Thus, people are not willing to accept this 

profession and now-a –days young people 

want to pursue other profession and in this 

way handicraft practice is gradually 

vanishing from their social structure. 

 

Cultural and Economic Aspect of 

Handicraft and Handlooms 

 Handicraft and Handloom products or items 

are been widely use and are still important 

part of Yimchunger Nagas. Though 

respondent view that practice of handicrafts 

and handlooms are fading away due to the 

introduction of modern company 
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manufacturing goods and western wear, 

people are having less interest in the old 

traditional styles moreover even if the local 

producer tried to bring out the best it 

becomes difficult to compete with the 

company price. Apart from that with the 

wide importance given to modern 

occupations and less advertisement on this 

sectors younger generation hesitate to learn 

or give less or no importance. However, 

handicrafts and handlooms products are still 

used on everyday bases though company 

produced goods are equally used. 

The study also reveals that, majority of the 

artisans who are engaged in this profession 

depends on it for their survival; they either 

sale their product for money or at time barter 

their goods. Moreover, income or profit of 

production is mostly more than the expense. 

Hence it depicts the possibility of 

employment for others who might gain the 

interest in this sector.                                                   

Above table shows that majority of the 

respondent 73.3% sale their product in both 

within the locality as well as outside the 

locality, while 20% of the respondent sale 

their goods outside the locality and only a 

little segment i.e. 6.7% of respondent 

completely depend on local market to sale 

their product.  

Moreover, it also found that 60%of the 

producer sale their goods for money and 40% 

of the producer use both money and barter 

system to sale their goods. According to the 

respondents, they mostly exchange for 

money as it is their main source of income 

while in certain case they also barter their 

goods because the number  shops are so less 

in the village as well as proper agent to reach 

their goods to the customers. Artisans can 

make multiple product which are been sold 

within the locality as well as outside the 

locality by money or barter system.  

In the process of the work, respondents 

express the problems that they encounter 

which include the problem of market for 

getting raw material as well as for selling the 

finish products due to lack of agents, market, 

transportation and communication etc. As 

such, at times they face problem of 

unavailability of raw materials which affect 

their quality of goods. Financial aspect is 

another main problem for them. Respondents 

have less or no opportunity to enlighten 

themselves or neither been enlightened by 

others about various financial schemes. 

Moreover, due to their illiteracy and 

ignorance most of the producers have no idea 

about welfare schemes they cannot avail the 

benefits as it becomes unapproachable for 

certain reasons.  

As  though good number of artisans  uses 

modern techniques for the work but majority 

of the artisans still used or carry out  by 

tradition methods thus make  harder for them 

to compete with the company goods and 

price in the market. One of the major 

problem that most of the artisans express that 

they are facing difficulties  during their 

sickness, almost all their works get effected 

and create huge financial crisis. Respondents 

also express that, in present days, the wants 

and needs of the consumers are very complex 

and flexible because of which it becomes 

hard to reach all their requirements. Changes 

can also be seen in the type of market where 

people can sell and buy products through 

online marketing, which is not easy and 

convenient for the artisans to benefit from 

these services as most of them lack the 

knowledge of availing these services and 

there are no proper agents to assist them.                        

    

Data show that almost half of the Producer 

i.e.46.7%  have started their work with their 

own self earning, while 33.3% got financial 

help from their family, friends and 
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relatives.13.3% of Producer took loan from 

bank and 6.7% got financial help from SHGs 

for start-up. 

In terms of govt. schemes it is found that 

though various awareness are been made by 

govt. of India, but majority of the respondent 

still have no idea or knowledge regarding the 

govt. Schemes. Moreover, even out of those 

who are aware, as for the producer out of 

total 6 respondents, 2 respondents have been 

benefited while 4 respondents have not.  In 

study area, respondents have less or no 

opportunity to enlighten themselves or 

neither been enlighten by others. Moreover, 

most of the producers are illiterate, though 

they have the knowledge about such schemes 

they cannot avail the benefits as it becomes 

unapproachable for certain reasons. Other 

reasons are due to lack of interest, lack of 

awareness in, lack of proper communication, 

inappropriate utilization of funds. In terms of 

main source of income it is found that 

majority of the Producer (73.3%) are fully 

dependent on handicrafts and handloom is 

main source their income, while a small 

number of the Producer (26.7%) depends on 

other source for their income. 

 

Changes the Patterns of Handicraft and 

Handlooms Products 

 Handicrafts and handlooms have undergone 

immense changes in its patters as well as the 

meaning attached with it. As in rural areas, 

most of the products are somehow been 

influence by the culture and practices of the 

community around. Hence almost every item 

has some meaning or significance attached 

with it. Moreover, with the changing trends 

as well as with the influence of western 

culture, traditional items and designs are 

modified with the likes of the people.  

Respondent express that there are change in 

the type of tools used by the artisans where 

with the growth of technology, many modern 

equipment are developed and are used which 

actually help in reducing the labour force, 

time and improvise the quality of the product 

as well. New colours and designs are made 

where the combination of modern outlooks 

and traditional handicraft designs which 

actually meet the need of consumers but at 

the same time, the importance and 

significance attached with it are gradually 

diminishing.  

 Respondents also view that people want 

traditional design on their cloths and other 

modern products but are not in favour of the 

typical traditional form of these products. 

Handicraft and handloom products today are 

re-designed and beautified with the help of 

machines and modern techniques based on 

modern needs. In the past, materials and 

resources for preparing handicraft products 

and handlooms were confined to traditional 

sources like forest products, self-production 

etc. But now-a days, resources for producing 

these items are easily available in the market 

making it easier for the artisans. The process 

of producing these items or products has 

become easier and as a result, the cost of 

these handicraft products and handlooms 

have become relatively cheaper.  Changes 

can also be seen in the type of market where 

people can sell and buy products through 

online marketing. 

 

Perception of Youth on Traditional 

Handicraft 

The study reveals that youth still consider 

handicrafts and handlooms product or design 

as trendy and fashionable but at the same 

time express that the tradition of handicraft is 

fading way. Most of the youth feel that that 

new designs and advance technological good 

are better than traditional ones, thus, prefer 

relatively the company made products as it 

much cheaper and easily accessible. It is also 

observed that majority of the youth  
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respondents that were  taken for study,  are 

not interested in any handicraft or handloom 

practice , as they  do not look up to this 

sector as a source of income or profitable 

profession to earn their livelihood. 

The study also show that most of the youth 

who are not artisans are not aware of any 

schemes  have not attended or have not 

encountered any workshops related to this 

sector, though the responsibility might also 

lies in the negligence of the respondent, 

which might be due to lack of interest or lack 

of motivations of respondents. Hence, young 

generation of the respondent have no idea or 

knowledge regarding the government 

Schemes. 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

From the study, it is seen that the handicraft 

and handloom practices which is cultural 

identity of Yimchunger tribe and it is also 

main source of income of many of them. It 

can also be a means of utilizing the available 

human resources which will contribute to 

economic growth of the people as well as the 

society. Government have also taken many 

steps in uplifting this sector. But due to 

ignorance and backwardness the Yimchunger 

tribe in study area are still derive from these 

benefits. Good number of population has 

great capacity and potential to be the 

contributor in the overall economic 

development of any nation. Hence, programs 

and policies need to be customized to not just 

encourage artisans and youth but also 

implement strategies which can help support 

handicraft culture among the masses in 

general and to tribal community in particular.  
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Source: Export promotion council for Handicrafts       

Table: 1 

Markets for Selling the Product Medium of Exchange 

Market Frequency Percentage Medium Frequency Percentage 

Local Market 1 6.7 % Money 

 

9 60 % 

Outside 3 20 % 

Money and 

Barter 

6 40 % 

Both 11 73.3 % 

Total 15 100 % Total 15 100 % 

Source: Field study 
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Table no:2 

 Artisan Sources of Financial 

Help 

T
o

ta
l 

Awareness 

of Various 

Government 

Schemes for 

handicraft 

T
o

ta
l 

Main Source 

of Income 

T
o

ta
l 

Ban

k 

Family/F

riends 

/Relative

s  

SHGs Self Yes No Yes No 

No of 

Responde

nt 

2 5 1 7 15 6 9 15 11 4 15 

Percentag

e 

13.3 

% 

33.3 % 6.7 % 46.7 

% 
100

% 

40% 60% 100

% 

73.3 

% 

26.7 

% 

100

% 


